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Some of the raster image formats used today date back to 1987, when GIF images were first presented by CompuServe, and JPEG and PNG arrived in the early and mid-90s, respectively. Considering how much innovation has been done in browsers over the past 17 years, these three are
just a few wins. That's not to say that GIFs, JPEG and PNG haven't changed - they've all undergone incremental improvements. However, as technology advances, we find a more efficient approach that is not always compatible with the standards defined in the 1980s. Here are 3 things
every designer should know about... 01. Based on the technology first released in 2008, WebP was announced by Google in 2010 as an open standard for optimizing the loss of true color images. For this reason, it looks similar to JPEG, but promises alpha transparency, lossless
optimization, and animation.02. THE JPEG 2000 JPEG 2000 is similar to WebP in terms of lost compression, alpha transparency and better performance than JPEG at low quality. However, support for progressive loading support and the use of one algorithm for both loss less and lossless
compression is different, and you can optimize the areas of interest in the same file differently. Supported by Safari and iOS, it offers a typical compression gain compared to approximately 20% OF JPEG. The JPEG Extended Range (JPEG XR) formerly known as Windows Media Photos
and HD Photos, JPEG XR is a former Microsoft exclusive format that has since been released as an open standard. As the name suggests, JPEG XR is the next-generation JPEG that provides better compression at a higher level of quality, but with alpha transparency through tile areas and
more efficient decoding. Words: Jamie Mason is a javascript professional front-end developer. This article was originally published in Net magazine. Like this? Read this... Promoting your business is the main way to attract customers and persuade them to use their products and services.
Whether it's a business card, a postcard, or a small card created to announce a sale or a new product, a promotional card is an inexpensive and easy way to reach your customers through routine or planned long-term marketing. Promotional cards must be visually appealing and can
immediately attract the attention of potential customers. You should provide a clear message about your business and business and provide customers with a way to get more information about their products and services. Follow these steps to design a promotional card for your business
today. Determine the purpose of the promotional card. You can create simple cards to promote product launches, special pricing offers, special events, or business and contact information. Select Create a business card to design a small one that contains only business names, contact
information, web addresses, logos, and taglines. The business card. 3.5 x 2 inches. To create a promotional card that can be visibly mailed or displayed in an office or other office, make the promo card a minimum of 3.5 x 5 inches or 4 1/4 x 6 1/8 inches, up. Start your design with a desktop
publishing program. Some popular programs include Microsoft Publishers, Page Plus, Print Artist, and PrintMaster. The program comes with preloaded templates for coupons, business cards and postcard size designs. You can easily customize these templates to meet the promotional
needs of your business. Do not complicate your design because graphics and images become heavier unless you sell a web or graphic design service. Choose a clean layout that can contain a blur of content that includes basic messages, more details, and contact information in a practical
way. Use the headlines at the top of your promotional card to showcase your business, service, sale, or product. If you design a business book as a promotional tool, you don't need to include headlines, but you can include a tagline for your business. Include a logo at the top, bottom, or
middle of your promotional card, but make sure it's large enough to prevent potential customers from interfering with your content. The color scheme for the promotional card must complement the logo. Include your name, contact information, and web address in your promotional card. For
small cards, you're intrigued to learn more about your business by providing potential customers with a call to visit a Web site or set up an appointment. The main purpose of promotional cards is to inform, persuade and remind customers that they can support or have products that are ideal
for their lifestyle. Buy card stock and print the promotional card. SD cards can be tricky little gadgets. They sit on our cameras and cell phones, just waiting for us to take pictures of a lifetime, at any time, of course, they stop responding. You can't predict when and where an SD card will die,
but using the appropriate formatting can give your card life longer and provide the most suitable space possible. The SD Association provides SD card forge for this purpose. Yes, they recognize that Windows has built-in formatting features, however, they are warned using a regular
operating system, and optimal performance may not be experienced. Translation: SD card death and less picture saving space. The program can be downloaded from both Mac and Windows. All SD, SDHC, and SDXC cards are supported, and using a USB SD card reader is recommended
for formatting processes. When you install and run the program, it resets to just one small screen. The SD card must be inserted into the reader before the program can begin. The program is smart enough to scan all the drives and find the drive of the SD card. If not, all you have to do is
click the refresh button. If you're struggling To appear in the drop-down, you may need to install an SDXC driver for a specific type of card. Then click the option to choose how to format the SD card. The dialog box appears with a drop-down menu that lists three type options. The first quick
is only a standard format that clears the Master Boot Record (MBR) of the SD card. Windows and Mac cannot access data using Explorer or Finder, but they remain on the card itself. The Full (Overwrite) option wipes the card and overwrites all the data with meaningless data. This method
is more secure than deleting data from the SD card. This option will take much longer than full (clear) or faster. Clear All) option deletes data from the SD card. You can use special software and tools to retrieve deleted data using this method. If the card does not support this method, it will
return to a fast format. The type drop-down menu has a second menu called Type Sizing, which asks if you want to increase the amount of space on the SD card. When this option is turned on, the maximum possible space is available on the SD card. After selecting, click OK. My
recommendation is to select full (overwrite) and set the format sizing to ON. Back to the main screen, it should show you the settings you have chosen. Finally, click the format. If you want to do this, you will be asked once last time. If you're sure, click OK. The new dialog box then displays
the status of the formatting process. For the options selected above, overwrite the entire card with random data and format the card. If you are using a larger disk, the process may take some time. Do not turn off or remove the disk until the entire process is complete. When you're done,
you'll see a dialog box that tells you the results of the formatting process. Overall, the program works well and if you plan to provide it to others, the card lasts longer and ensures that the data is permanently removed. If you have any questions, please feel free to leave a comment. Enjoy! In
the design world, business cards also serve as mini creative resumes. Business cards should leave people with a strong impression of their identity as a design professional, and the best business cards are a great marketing tool to help showcase and stand out in a unique style. A standard
business card based on one of the business card templates is a wasteful opportunity to reflect individuality, and is not immediately forgotten by potential new customers. If all this story about new customers reminds you that your portfolio looks a little tired, don't be afraid because you've
compiled the best portfolio examples inspired by refresh.01 Iris Kopiette Name Card... These are my... Mini Because why? pic.twitter.com/kyvHGBBEWyMarch 12, 2019 artist and illustrator Iris Compiet has created something really special about designing business cards. Inside the simple
envelope is a complex concerto booklet with examples of her vivid illustrations. Literally offering a portfolio with a business card is a fantastic bit of PR and shows real attention to detail.02 Lush For best results, sprinkle the seeds and add the fluffy seeds. This gorgeous business card design
by Genius Swipe Creative doubles as a seed pouch for clever turf and property management company Fluffy. Not only does it provide all relevant information in a clear and concise manner, but it also allows you to store valuable cargo, making it much less likely to be discarded. Cantapon
was all turned off when new York City-based illustrator Gong Kantapon found a business card, covering a poster of a woman with a mini-card. Cantapon covered a poster of a woman with a mini-card, and passers-by could take off. It got all the attention of everyone who left people
wondering that the card would be released when it was removed.04. Lego minipig business cards are tailored to match the owners, as well as have a very cool job for those who work at LEGO, and they also receive this awesome LEGO minifigure business card. The company is known to
be committed to matching each employee's characteristics, even hair and accessories. The individual's name, email, and contact number are then printed on the clothes in the picture. Best business card!05. Bon Vivant agency JWT designed this stunning cheese grater business card
design for Bon Vivant, which doubles as a small cheese grater for Brazilian cheese store Bon Vivant. A clever networking tool created by advertising agency JWT was very popular to tell customers that owners have to wait a few days before returning with something else. The stunning
design also comes with protective sleeves. All in all, simply grate ideas! (Do you see what we did there? yes, we will get our coat...) 06. Cotton business cards have hidden secrets, and this business card may not seem ordinary in MOO's business cards, but it is actually completely peeled
off from a cotton T-shirt (fabric left after the pattern has been cut off). The company worked with Mohawk Fine Papers to recreate one of the oldest paper making methods. You can collect offcuts for t-shirts, switch them to pulp, and then press them into dry, powerful, flexible, and naturally
bright white paper to turn them into premium business cards. Watch the video to see how it was done.07. Engravezone T. Kimlaser created this design with laser cutting and etching basewood, and is titled 'Engraving' by New York-based designer John T. Kim. Made by laser cutting and
etching basewood, the wood grain pattern makes every card truly unique. It started as a kickstart project with a funding goal of $1,500. It ran for 30 days, and during that time it got enough attention to raise nearly $24,000.08. MODHair plays a rock theme when the owner runs his nails along
the teeth of this musical comb, it plays a classic rock theme. The innovative concept was developed by Amsterdam-based designer Fabio Milito for MODhair, a Rome rock'n'roll hair salon. A great way to encapsulate the brand's identity on a single card.09. This ingenious Bentply business
card can be made with mini plywood chairs, folded into neat letter press business cards and mailing mini armchairs for London furniture store Bentply. The original card was created by designer Richard C Evans and produced by Lithuanian Ouare Press. Following instructions, the kiss cut
card can be folded into a miniature of the iconic 1934 plywood armchair designed by Gerald Summers.10. The Greek restaurant is designed to be drafted by FCB for OK, so these are probably the most practical business cards in the world, but the idea is pretty cool. Developed by Cape
Town-based creative agency FCB, the creative card was created for Greek restaurants and played in plate-smaging play, a traditional Greek dish. The unique design, made of broken porcelain pieces, is decorated with the name of the restaurant and the phone number. The number.
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